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Developing appropriate signal timing strategies is a primary concern in traffic signal control; however, professionals are

constrained by predefined controller options. Existing signal controllers in North America adhere to National Electrical

Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standards with ring-barrier control (RBC) design.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, the importance of traffic signal control systems has steadily increased due to ongoing urbanization and

rising traffic congestion. Traffic signal control systems by controlling the flow of traffic at intersections and crosswalks

reduce the occurrence and severity of accidents , minimize travel time , and enhance air quality by curbing emissions

from idling vehicles . In alignment with the World Health Organization on road safety, implementing robust traffic signal

control systems is crucial for promoting safer road conditions . Traffic signal control is the most frequently utilized

approach to handle requests, efficiently and safely, for the right-of-way of road users (private vehicles, buses, bikes,

pedestrians), both spatially and temporally .

Diverse road users, including pedestrians, transit, and emergency vehicles, often come with unique conditions and

conflicting priority requests. Meeting these demands requires the incorporation of additional rules and strategies (e.g.,

traffic signal preemption or priority) within the existing constraints and built-in algorithms of the traffic signal control

frameworks. For example, real-time actuation of side street passenger cars may conflict with system-wide signal

coordination. Similarly, a request by a pedestrian to cross the street may interfere with well-established coordination

enabling the seamless arrival of the platoon of vehicles at the next intersection. A suitable traffic control algorithm should

have the capability to, first, control traffic signals with maximum flexibility, and second, offer an efficient method for signal

professionals to leverage their expert knowledge in programming such control algorithms. However, it is challenging to

achieve these two aspects within the functionalities of the current controllers. The main reason is attributed to the

interconnection between traffic signal flexibility and the increasing need to regulate the outcomes of this flexibility (e.g., to

prevent critical situations, such as potential conflicts in traffic movements). Consequently, this can lead to an increase in

the programming and maintenance efforts of such systems, ultimately resulting in a decline in overall programming

efficiency. To mitigate this issue, two categories of traffic signal control frameworks can be identified:

Signal Stage-Based Traffic Control: This approach relies on the concepts of “signal stages” and “signal interstages” as

the minimal units available for manipulation in traffic signal control algorithms . The control algorithm is typically

represented as a flowchart that dictates when and which stage (and interstage) should be activated based on various

conditions (e.g., detector status, time conditions, etc.). While this method allows signal professionals to control and

verify the algorithm results, the inherent restrictions on signal manipulation for different movements can limit flexibility

(e.g., the compatibility between all phases in an interval is predetermined and cannot be changed after, even the

compatible phases cannot be redefined).

Signal Group-Based Traffic Control: This approach, based on manufacturer-specific concepts, facilitates more direct

manipulation of signals for a group of movements (signal groups) in traffic signal control algorithms. Representative

examples include the signal timing interval-based control frameworks (e.g., VS-PLUS), where the signal timing plan is

defined by specifying time points and intervals for traffic signal activation by the control algorithm, and the ring-barrier

control (RBC) framework (the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standard controllers based on the

concept of ring-and-barrier design ). This category aims to overcome the limitations associated with signal stages by

increasing flexibility in signal manipulation for various movements. However, it is limited mostly to the built-in

algorithms.
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In North America, signal timing follows the standardized NEMA method for assigning signal phases to traffic movements

. Most intersections use the standard eight phases shown in Figure 1. Figure 1b displays an RBC diagram for the

intersection shown in Figure 1a, emphasizing the constraint of signal phasing within rings and barriers. Consequently,

signal professionals face restricted flexibility in devising and implementing traffic control logic customized for specific traffic

conditions and special requests (such as granting special priority to public transit, bicycles, and pedestrians) within the

fundamental functionalities of NEMA controllers. Notably, minimal research has been conducted to explore the new

capabilities of modern NEMA controllers, including built-in logic and peer-to-peer communications to customize signal

operations and enhance traffic signal control flexibility . Nevertheless, despite the presence of logic processors, it is

challenging to consider it as a comprehensive tool for creating high-level “flow-chart”-like algorithms.

Figure 1. (a) NEMA phasing for a typical 4-way intersection; (b) standard ring-and-barrier diagram for the corresponding

4-way intersection.

Furthermore, flexibility alone is insufficient for achieving efficiency within such a system. It is crucial to consider the cost

associated with this flexibility, specifically evaluating the effort required for a practitioner to program, test, and, if needed,

modify the operational algorithm during the ongoing exploitation process. Considering the differences in the geometric

layout, complex fluctuating traffic patterns at the intersections, and conflicting priority requests from multimodal users,

existing controllers are not always flexible and/or efficient enough to address the challenges at intersections and provide

the highest efficiency in multimodal operations and uncommon traffic conditions.

2. Overview and Modeling Capabilities of an Event-Based Signal
Controller

Today, a wide range of hardware and software alternatives are available to transportation engineers or control system

designers for creating alternative traffic control systems. In North America, signal timing follows the standardized NEMA

method for assigning signal phases to traffic movements . While NEMA controllers operate with predetermined signal

control parameters, some adjustments can be made during the day/year. They are programmed firstly by providing

schedules (e.g., time of day plans in a feature called “pattern”). Within patterns, through some parameters such as vehicle

extension timers, duration of green, etc., some changes could be achieved. The same process is carried out in a

simulation, where the RBC is often a default emulator for standard signal controller logic (e.g., in Vissim) . Some

limitations of the early versions of RBC controllers in Vissim have been recently addressed by providing the ability to

modify controller parameters during the run time .

A couple of studies employed the ASC/3 logic processor to manage built-in traffic signal priority (TSP) during conflicting

requests and to create custom TSP strategies independent of the built-in functionality. The same group of researchers has

employed the logic control processor to handle conflicting transit signal priority requests, particularly for bus rapid transit

(BRT) or light rail transit (LRT) systems . In other studies, real-time predictive priority setting is achieved using

overlap intersection phasing through a series of logical commands set within the Siemens NextPhase traffic controllers 

.

Researchers have already recognized (and addressed) the fact that conventional signal controllers do not easily provide

enough flexibility to address all the necessities of any intersection with different conditions and needs. For example, in the

context of bicyclists and pedestrians, Furth et al. investigated a phasing system known as “protected-yet concurrent

phasing”, in which right turns have their phase and bike and pedestrian crossings operate in their own separate phases

simultaneously with the parallel traffic phase . Based on another paper from the same authors, traditional phasing

methods permit conflicts with right-turning traffic either throughout the entire crossing phase or not at all . Therefore,

they addressed this gap by comparing two signalization techniques, providing a short, conflict-free interval for crossing

pedestrians and bikes. In another recent study, researchers focused on the lack of flexibility for a fully actuated

coordination strategy and recognized that the default operations of the coordinated phase are rarely modified in practice

. In another study, the authors developed a new signal control approach, allowing pedestrian overlap phases with
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vehicles using barrier-free ring structures. While the RBC serves as a valuable simplification for typical intersection

layouts, it can also be constraining when a movement on one side of a barrier conflicts with some, but not all, of the

movements on the other side, creating unnecessary delay to those movements. Evaluations found the use of pedestrian

overlaps can significantly reduce pedestrian delays compared to basic traditional signal control . This limitation cannot

be addressed within the fundamental structure of RBC unless introducing additional phases and overlap phasing . They

proposed a new strategy aiming to combine uncoordinated with coordinated control in low to medium traffic while the

coordination cycle is long. Additionally, Gavric et al. introduced two novel pedestrian timing treatments utilizing the EBC

concept, which accommodates pedestrian timing within the cycle length optimized for vehicular phases. These pedestrian

treatments are relevant for pretimed fixed signal timing plans where only pedestrian calls are actuated .

Several other approaches have been proposed to design and implement innovative signal control systems to address the

limitations of the commonly available traffic control systems. For the first time, Pappis and Mamdani proposed the

application of a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to control traffic characterized by randomness . The findings of their

implementation of an FLC at a single intersection of two one-way streets demonstrated that the system performs better

with a fuzzy logic controller over an effective conventional vehicle-actuated controller. Nakatsuyama et al. introduced the

phase (offset) controller, employing fuzzy control statements to control adjacent chains of intersections with one-way

movements . This controller determines when the green signal for the downstream intersection should be terminated

depending on the demand from the upstream intersection. For the first time, Chiu applied fuzzy logic to control multiple

intersections in a network of two-way streets without turning movements to adjust the cycle time, phase split, and offset

parameters based on the degree of saturation on each intersection approach . More studies have been conducted

using a fuzzy logic-based controller, focusing on phase sequence controllers for traffic control systems, controlling the

timing of a pedestrian crossing signal, determining whether to extend or terminate the current signal phase, freeway

adaptive ramp metering, and controlling the diverging diamond interchange .
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